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Commentary

Recommendations on terminology and practice of psychophysical DNIC testing
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As psychophysically based human studies on the modulation of 2. Testing paradigms
pain by conditioning stimuli become more prevalent, and since a
variety of methods and terms are being used by different research- There are not sufficient data at the current time to support rec-
ers, there is a need für unified methods and terms. A group of inter- ommendations on the technical parameters to be used in the psy-
ested researchers bad met to discuss the relevant issues. The chophysical lab or clinic when exploring CPM. These include:
meeting was held.in Lisbon, on September 9th, 2009. The following modalities of both stimuli, type of stimuli (i.e. tonic vs. phasic),
summarizes the recommendations of this forum: intensity (i.e. fixed or tailored), test paradigm (i.e. parallel or

sequential), tissue type (skin. muscle or viscera), whether a control
condition is included, etc. More data, mainly related to clinical reI-

t. Terminology evance is awaited. When reporting their findings, authors must
provide detailed information on their stimulation parameters.

The term 'Diffuse Noxious Inhibitory Controls' (DNIC) was
originally .used in animal based research to describe a specific 3. Results presentation
lower brainstem mediated inhibitory mechanism. It is now
indiscriminately adopted iota human psychophysical research, The change in perceived test stimulus induced by the conditioning
where specific mechanisms cannot be discemed; rather the net stimulus should be reported using both changes in the absolute val-
effect of complex facilitatory and inhibitory mechanisms of pain ues and percent changes of the sensation or the physical units used
processing is being registered. The often-used term 'Heterotopic (e.g. temperatures, kPa's, numerical rating scale (NRS) units, etc.).
Noxious Conditioning Stimulation' (HNCS) implicates specific However, it is important to recognize that same pain measures
parameters, and relates mostly to the conditioning stimulus. The are not amenable to computation of percent change: temperature
use of the following terms is suggested: changes in degree centigrade, für example. cannot be expressed as

percentages since centigrade is a relative scale. Further. the absolute
a. The pa inful stimulus upon which the conditioning effect is magnitude of changes may be meaningless without a measure of

tested should be termed: 'test-stimulus'. variability. In the issue of whether a reduction of test-stimulus pain
b. The stimulus used to induce the change in pain perception due to conditioning stimulus should be denoted as a positive or a neg-

should be termed: 'conditioning stimulus'. ative change (and vice versa für increase in test-stimulus pain), no
c. The phenomenon through which the conditioning stimulus consensus bad been achieved, mainly due to the fact that direction

affects the test stimulus should be termed: 'Conditioned of change also depends on the parameters used (i.e. increase in
PaiR Modulation' (CPM). Description of the specific proper- threshold is equivalent to decrease in pain estimation). Conse-
ties (i.e. 'non-painful CPM'), or results (i.e. 'inhibitory CPM', quently, reports should specify whether pain processing was facili-
'facilitatory CPM', etc.) can be added. tated or inhibited subsequent to the conditioning manipulation,

regardless of the modality of measurement used by the authors.
The forum encourages additional research to determine the dif-. c " d. h dd f ferential effects of varying stimulus parameters, especially in the
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